Care instructions
Care and protection of textile motorcycle clothing with climate membrane
Regular proper care will make your textile clothing with climate membrane last longer!
With use, dirt (both visible and invisible) gets into the outer material of your clothing, which compromises textile function.
This will not affect the waterproofness of the climate membrane but the breathability will gradually reduce, resulting in the moist
body heat getting trapped and condensing, making your clothing damp and uncomfortable.
Textile clothing with climate membrane can be machine-washed without any problems. It is better to wash such articles often
using a little detergent rather than seldom using a lot of detergent. Be sure to follow the care instructions on the sewn-in label.

1.) Remove all protectors and close all hook-and-loop
fasteners and zips.
2.) Only use special detergent, e.g., S100 Technical Fabric &
Leather Wash . Never use fabric softener, as it will damage the
climate membrane.
3.) Wash only one jacket or pair of trousers at a time according to the washing icons on the label, or in a delicate wash
cycle at 30°C to 40°C. Dry clean only if recommended
on the care label, as otherwise dry cleaning may damage the
material coating.
4.) Rinse well after the wash cycle.

6.) If necessary, heat-treat the item of clothing to reactivate
any permanent waterproofing (be sure to follow the care label):
▪ Ideally, in a dryer at a low temperature and with a small load
▪ Cool iron without steam at level 1 (with a cloth underneath) if
indicated on the care label or
▪ with a standard hairdryer at a low heat setting. Do not place
the clothing on a radiator or in the sun, as this will damage the
climate membrane!
7.) Once dry, re-proof with an additional waterproofing spray,
e.g., S100 Waterproofer Spray. Apply the spray sparingly. You
can tell that the article is well waterproofed if water clearly
beads off the surface.

5.) Use a gentle spin.

One way to ensure that you get the most out
of your clothing is by taking good care of it.
This summary of the key care icons, found on
clothing labels, will help.
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Care tips:		

Do not wash

The degrees indicate the maximum wash temperatures – they should not be exceeded. Some materials
require gentle, mechanical cleaning
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The dots indicate the tumble dryer setting.
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The dots indicate the iron temperature levels.

Dry cleaning (including bulk cleaning)
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If you have any questions about the product or these instructions, please contact our Technical Centre before installation
or first use by fax on 00 49 (0)40 734 193-58, or by e-mail at technikcenter@louis.de. We will be pleased to provide prompt assistance.
This is the best way to ensure that your product is installed properly and used correctly.
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